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The Unsecured Creditor's Claim for Post-Petition 
Attorney's Fees Based on a Pre-Petition Contract 
Are claims for attorney’s fees incurred post-petition by an unsecured creditor having a 
pre-petition contract that provides for the payment of attorney’s fees enforceable against 
a debtor in bankruptcy?  While courts are divided on the issue,[1] a federal district judge 
in Delaware recently held that the answer is yes, concluding that there is a growing 
consensus among the circuit courts of appeal that have addressed this question.[2]  But 
a careful reading of the decisions cited by the Delaware district court shows that there are 
nuances regarding claims for unsecured post-petition attorney’s fees that should not be 
overlooked, and the consensus among circuit courts of appeal may not be as broad as 
that court suggests. 

The Ruling of the District Court in Tribune 

In its November 2018 decision in an appeal in the Tribune Media Company chapter 11 
case, the Delaware district court stated that, while there is no consensus among 
bankruptcy and district courts on this issue, the circuit courts that have considered this 
issue following the United States Supreme Court’s 2007 decision in the Travelers case,[3] 
have all held that post-petition attorney’s fees may be allowed as general unsecured 
claims where a valid pre-petition contract provides for such fees. 

In Travelers, the Supreme Court abrogated the so-called “Fobian rule”[4] of the Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals, which held that an unsecured creditor’s claims for attorney’s fees 
authorized by a pre-petition contract and incurred post-petition are categorically precluded 
where the creditor incurred the fees litigating issues of federal bankruptcy law.  In 
Travelers, the Supreme Court looked to section 502(b) of the Bankruptcy Code to 
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FIRST DEPARTMENT ENFORCES REPURCHASE PROVISION
IN BANKRUPTCY CLAIMS PURCHASE AGREEMENT

In a victory for claims traders, a New York State appeals court enforced the 
express terms of a repurchase provision in a claims purchase agreement that 
required the defendant/claims seller to repay the purchase price plus interest 
to the plaintiff claims purchaser.[1]  The appellate court unanimously reversed 
the decision of the trial court that granted the defendant’s motion to dismiss the 
claims purchaser’s complaint.  Rubin LLC represented the claims purchaser in its 
successful appeal.

Background
The claims purchaser entered into an Assignment of Claim with a creditor to 
purchase its claim against a bankrupt entity in a chapter 11 case.  The agreement 
provided that, upon the occurrence of specified “impairment” events enumerated 
in the agreement (including the filing of an objection to the purchased claim), 
the claims purchaser could immediately demand repayment of the purchase 
price, plus interest.  After the bankruptcy claim was purchased from the creditor/
assignor, the chapter 11 case was converted to a chapter 7 liquidation and the 
chapter 7 trustee filed an objection to the purchased claim.  Because the filing 
of an objection constituted an impairment under the agreement, the claims 
purchaser invoked the repayment provision in the agreement and demanded 
immediate repayment of the purchase price for the claim, together with 
interest.  The creditor/claim seller initially agreed to repay the purchase price, 
but it changed its mind.  Instead, it communicated with the bankruptcy trustee 
regarding the objection, and the trustee withdrew the objection to the claim 37 
days after the objection had been filed.  The claim seller’s refusal to comply with 
its repurchase obligations under the agreement compelled the claims purchaser 
to commence a state court litigation in the New York County Supreme Court for 
breach of contract and for indemnification.



determine whether an unsecured claim for post-petition contractual attorney’s fees should 
be allowed, and held that “we generally presume that claims enforceable under applicable 
state law will be allowed in bankruptcy unless they are expressly disallowed.”[5]  But the 
Supreme Court left the door open to future challenges to attorney’s fee claims, stating 
that “we express no opinion with regard to whether, following the demise of the Fobian 
rule, other principles of bankruptcy law might provide an independent basis for disallowing 
Traveler’s claim for attorney’s fees.  We conclude only that the Court of Appeals erred in 
disallowing that claim based on the fact that the fees at issue were incurred litigating 
issues of bankruptcy law.”[6] 

In the Tribune Media Company case, the Delaware bankruptcy court disallowed the claim 
of an indenture trustee, Wilmington Trust Company (“WTC”), for post-petition attorney’s 
fees incurred during the chapter 11 case.[7]  One factor that may have affected the 
bankruptcy court’s decision was the sheer size of WTC’s claim for attorney’s fees and 
costs, which exceeded $30 million.  After the debtors objected to the claim, the bankruptcy 
court appointed a mediator (a retired Delaware district court judge).  Ultimately, Judge 
Carey accepted the mediator’s report, which recommended that the claim be 
disallowed.  He accepted the mediator’s finding that “it is a reasonable conclusion that 
Congress would not have to expressly provide for the recovery of post-petition fees by 
oversecured creditors [in section 506(b) of the Bankruptcy Code] if such fees were 
generally recoverable by all creditors.”[8]  Judge Carey further noted that “the plain 
language of § 502(b) and § 506(b), when read together, indicated that postpetition 
interest, attorney’s fees and costs are recoverable only by oversecured creditors.”[9]  

Reversing the bankruptcy court, the Delaware district court, citing Travelers, concluded 
that Bankruptcy Code section 506(b) did not expressly disallow WTC’s claim for post-
petition contractual attorney’s fees.  The district court noted that there was a split in 
authority in the bankruptcy and district courts, but that there was consensus among the 
circuit courts following Travelers to allow unsecured claims for contractual attorney’s fees 
accruing post-petition.  In support of this proposition, the district court cited to decisions 
by the First, Second, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits, and a pre-Travelers decision in the 
Eleventh Circuit.[10]  Close scrutiny of those circuit court decisions reveals, however, a 
less robust circuit court consensus on this issue.  Indeed, only the Second and Ninth 
Circuits have addressed the precise issue post-Travelers.  Moreover, it appears that there 
are certain factors that inform whether a claim for post-petition attorney’s fees should be 
allowed and may therefore deserve consideration. 

The Ninth and Second Circuit Court’s Decisions Cited by the District Court in 
Tribune 

In the SNTL case,[11] the Ninth Circuit allowed an unsecured creditor’s claims for post-
petition contractual attorney’s fees.  The SNTL court affirmed the Ninth Circuit Bankruptcy 
Appellate Panel’s allowance of post-petition attorneys’ fee claims and adopted the BAP’s 

The Trial Court Ruling
In the state court action, the defendant/assignor filed a pre-answer motion to 
dismiss the complaint.  The trial court granted the motion and dismissed the 
complaint, reasoning that, because the objection to the claim was withdrawn, 
the claims purchaser received the benefit of its bargain under the agreement and 
thus sustained no damages.  The trial court further held that an interpretation of 
the agreement that would permit the claims purchaser to receive the purchase 
price plus interest would result in a windfall to the claims purchaser, and such 
an interpretation would be commercially unreasonable and contrary to the 
reasonable expectations of the parties.  The claims purchaser appealed.

The Appellate Court Ruling
On appeal, the claims purchaser argued that the trial court’s interpretation of the 
agreement was contrary to the plain meaning and express terms of the provisions 
of the agreement requiring the defendant/assignor to immediately repay the 
purchase price, upon demand, following the occurrence of an impairment.  The 
claims purchaser cited to two cases involving the enforcement of repurchase 
provisions in bankruptcy claims purchase agreements that were substantially 
similar to the repurchase provision in this case, Longacre Master Fund, Ltd. 
v. ATS Automation Tooling Sys. Inc., 496 F. Appx. 135 (2d Cir. 2012), and 
Deutsche Bank Sec. Inc. v. Lexington Drake L.P., 2010 WL 4941997 (N.Y. Sup. 
Ct. Nov. 22, 2010).  In Longacre, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals enforced 
an impairment/repurchase provision upon the filing of an objection against the 
purchased claim, even though the objection was intended as a placeholder to be 
withdrawn.  See Longacre Master Fund, Ltd. v. ATS Automation Tooling Sys. Inc., 
496 F. Appx. at 138.  Similarly, the New York County Supreme Court in Deutsche 
Bank held that an objection to a purchased claim constituted an impairment 
under a claims purchase agreement, and enforced the seller’s repurchase 
obligation, even though the claims purchaser voluntarily settled the objection.  
See Deutsche Bank Sec. Inc. v. Lexington Drake L.P., 2010 WL 4941997 at *6.

The Appellate Division agreed with the claims purchaser.  The appellate court 
found that the trial court’s interpretation of the agreement “requires a deviation 
from the express text, impermissibly rendering certain provisions without 
meaning or effect.”  2019 WL 4418897 at *1.  In particular, the appellate court 
concluded that “[t]he objection constitutes an impairment under the agreement, 
triggering plaintiff’s right to demand immediate payment under the agreed-to 
formula, notwithstanding that the impairment was later removed.  The complaint 
therefore states a valid cause of action and should be reinstated.”  Id.

Implications
For claims traders, this decision is welcome confirmation that the express terms 
of industry-standard impairment/repurchase provisions in claims purchase 
agreements will be enforced under New York law.   The plain language agreed 
upon by commercial parties will not be disregarded as commercially unreasonable 
or contrary to the reasonable expectations of the parties.
 

[1] The case is TRC Master Fund, LLC v. AP Gas & Electric (TX) LLC, 2019 WL 
4418897 (1st Dep’t Sep. 17, 2019).



decision in full.  The SNTL court rejected the four primary arguments for disallowance of 
these claims.  First, the court held that the plain language of section 506(b) of the 
Bankruptcy Code, read together with section 502(b), does not preclude these claims.  The 
court reasoned that section 506 only governs the classification of allowed claims as 
secured or unsecured, whereas section 502 determines the allowability of a claim that is 
not subject to certain enumerated exceptions.  It reasoned that because section 502(b) 
does not contain any express disallowance of post-petition contractual attorney’s fees, 
such fees would be allowed if otherwise permissible under state law.  Second, the court 
held that section 502(b), which provides that the amount of an allowed claim is determined 
as of the petition date, does not preclude attorney’s fee claims simply because they are 
incurred post-petition, because the attorney’s fees are contingent pre-petition claims as 
of the petition date.  Third, the Ninth Circuit rejected reliance on United Savings Ass’n of 
Texas v. Timbers of Inwood Forest Assocs., Ltd.,[12] as a basis for 
disallowance.  Timbers stands for the proposition that an undersecured creditor may not 
receive post-petition interest on the unsecured portion of its debt.  This is consistent with 
section 502(b)’s express disallowance of unmatured interest.  But section 502(b) does not 
contain a similar exception for attorney’s fees.  Accordingly, the SNTL court found 
Timbers inapposite to the issue of whether contractual attorney’s fees incurred post-
petition could be allowed as an unsecured claim.  Fourth and finally, the court determined 
there was no need to consider the issue as a public policy question, because the 
Bankruptcy Code specifically does not disallow claims for post-petition attorney’s 
fees.  The Ninth Circuit reasoned that Congress could resolve a public policy questions, 
if it chose to, by amending the Bankruptcy Code. 

The Second Circuit, in Ogle,[13] adopted the reasoning of SNTL, and held that “an 
unsecured claim for post-petition fees, authorized by a valid pre-petition contract, is 
allowable under section 502(b) and is deemed to have arisen pre-
petition.”[14]  Addressing an issue that the Supreme Court did not reach in Travelers, the 
Second Circuit held that “section 506(b) does not implicate unsecured claims for post-
petition attorney’s fees, and therefore interposes no bar to recovery.”[15] 

While the SNTL and Ogle decisions clearly enunciate the Ninth and Second Circuit’s 
jurisprudence on this particular issue, the First, Seventh and Eleventh Circuit court 
decisions cited by the Delaware district court in Tribune provide more qualified support 
for allowance of unsecured claims for post-petition contractual attorney’s fees. 

The First, Seventh and Eleventh Circuit’s Decisions Cited by the District Court in 
Tribune 

In Gencarelli,[16] a case cited by district court in Tribune, the First Circuit held that an 
oversecured creditor is entitled to collect a bargained-for prepayment premium from a 
solvent debtor.  Thus, on its face, the decision does not address the claim of an unsecured 
creditor for post-petition attorneys’ fees.  The Gencarelli court noted, however, that “[t]his 
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